
PRF Mouse Wireless
Sleek design and luxurious look.

The PRF Mouse Wireless is an ergonomic vertical mouse.
The angle of the mouse ensures the correct arm and wrist

position.

The shape of the mouse ensures the palm of the hand makes contact
with the mouse correctly. This mouse is held in a handshake position.

The 'handshake' grip of a vertical mouse ensures the wrist and lower arm twist
less (Schmid et al., 2015). This means less muscle activity in the lower arm
compared to a standard mouse (Quemelo & Vieira, 2013).

Research shows that use of a vertical mouse facilitates quicker recovery from
arm, wrist and hand injuries (Aarås et al., 2001).

The latest ergonomic mouse from
BakkerElkhuizen

You use your mouse a great deal during the day. With a traditional mouse, your

wrists twist, your arms cramp up and your shoulders are strained. There are

different kinds of ergonomic mice on the market to prevent this. A vertical

mouse is a mouse that forces the hand into a handshake position. That puts less

strain on your wrist and lower arm. A good mouse prevents injuries. Using the

wrong mouse can cause pain and discomfort in the shoulders, lower arms and

hands. A vertical mouse mostly prevents these problems.

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.co.uk/ergonomic-mouse/prf-mouse-wireless/


Benefits of the PRF Mouse Wireless

Ergonomic
Because this is a vertical mouse, arm and wrist
position are improved considerably compared
to a 'traditional mouse'.

Unique
You grow accustomed to this mouse very
quickly.

Wireless
The PRF Mouse has a wireless range of up to 20
metres.

Design
Its black colour gives this mouse a sleek
appearance that looks good in the workplace.

Simple
It is easy to adjust the cursor speed of the PRF
Mouse to your desired speed.

Convenient
You can simply store the USB receiver inside the
mouse to make sure it will not get lost.

Knowledge Center

Computer mice are still the most-used accessory on
people’s desks. Since different people need different
types of mice, we present a practical overview below.

In many cases, the first thing that comes to mind when
discussing ergonomics for computer users is the mouse
we use. This makes...

Specifications

Width 71.4 mm

Height 76 mm

Depth 111.3 mm

Weight 90 gr

Product code: BNEPRF10
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https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.co.uk/knowledge-center/what-is-the-right-mouse-for-me/

